
Office of the Marine Accident Investigation Compliance Officer

Amorgos (lMO No 9371270)

This report is not intended to be used for the purpose of litigation. It endeavours to identify and
analyse the relevant safety issues pertaining to the incident and to make recommendations aimed
at preventing similar incidents in the future.

On 17th November 2015 the third engineer and Chief Engineer were carrying out routine
maintenance to cargo pump number 3 on board the vessel Amorgos.

The cargo pump is located within the machinery space of the vessel.

The maintenance entailed lifting the shaft of the pump.

The arrangement for lifting the shaft consisted of a chain block and strops that were shackled to a
pad eye/lifting lug that was situated on the deck head directly above the pump. This item was
welded in place on the deck head.

The lifting lug/pad eye had been in place since the construction of the vessel and was considered a
part of the normal procedure when working on the cargo pump.

The pad eye in question was heavily painted and displayed no markings, SWL or identification
markings.

During the lifting operation the weld on the lifting lug failed causing the chain block shackle and lug
to fall onto the 3/Engineer striking him on his head.

The 3/Engineer was wearing a safety helmet which undoubtedly saved his life.

The safety helmet shattered and the 3/Engineer suffered head injuries and was transferred to
hospital where he required stitches.

The 3/Engineer was discharged later that day (17th November) but declared unfit to work by the

doctor until 22nd November and subsequently repatriated.
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Conclusion

The incident and injury to the engineer were caused due to the failure of the weld securing the
lifting lug in place on the deckhead above cargo pump no.3.

The ships staff were unable to provide any documentation to confirm that the chain block lifting

system had been serviced or tested.

There was no record of testing or certification of the lifting lug.

The lifting lug was heavily painted preventing any visual inspection.

No marks or identification was visible for the lifting lug.

There was no log or record of testing of lifting loose gear used in the engine room.

Recommendations

Including the Company's response to preliminary report

1) The Company to confirm what procedures it has in place with reference to UK
Merchant Shipping Lifting and Lifting equipment regs 2006", section 10".

Company response - We have reviewed and revised our SMS procedure SWM-
10, Working with lifting appliances, in a way to incorporate to the best possible
extend the "UK Merchant Shipping lifting and lifting equipment regs 2006",
requirements. Now it is believed that our Masters are guided in a much clearer
manner. SMS-Procedure SWM-10, attached for your easy ref.
Recommendation accepted.

Company Response - We do agree with your comments and believe that the
revised Procedure SWM-10, now addresses properly the Regs. 6, 10, 11 and 12
and the continuous safety of personnel on board is ensured.
Recommendation accepted.

2) Company to advise what procedures you intend to adopt to ensure all such
equipment is tested and inspected to ensure the continued safety of crew onboard
your vessels.

3) Company to provide clarification as to which actual chain block was involved in the
incident in order to verify the attached certificates are applicable.

Company Response - Copies of the certificates were forwarded via e-mail and
verified.

4) Company to provide a copy of any PM job cards relating to the apparatus used in
this incidence plus evidence of inspections of pad eyes /lifting lugs.

Following this incident have pad eyes/lifting lugs subsequently been added to the
PM system?
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Company to provide evidence of the quarterly inspections of the chain block
referred to.

Company Response - Our PMS has been enhanced as required and pad
eyesllifting lugs have been included therein. Attached for your easy reference a
PMS screen shot relevant to E/R Lugs & Lifting Beams 6 Months Check and a
screenshot of the relevant job scope. Also, you will find attached the relevant to the
quarterly Chain blocks & Slings inspections Form, T-20.
Recommendation accepted.

5) Company reports and initial email details that head office technical team made
contact with class and ship building yard.
Company to advise what information has been received back.

Company Response: Since Class rules do not address pad eyes or lifting lugs,
unless being part of lifting appliances such as cranes, derricks, etc. we weren't
expecting something relevant from the Classification society. However, although
lifting Lugs are part of the permanent ship structure and their testing and marking is
generally the responsibility of the builder, we have contacted them in this respect.
However, we have not received anything from the shipyard as yet. Attached
sample email correspondence for your easy ref.
Recommendation partially accepted.

6) Company to provide specific details of the Safety Flash issued by the Company
with details of the 'first phase actions' that the Company requested onboard
personnel to undertake on fleet vessels.

Company Response: The 1st phase actions that have been requested to be
taken by the on board personnel were for the Chief Engineer to visually inspect all
the vessels' pad eyesllifting lags or at least the accessible ones and report to the
H.D accordingly. Moreover both the Chief Officer and Chief Engineer to pay
particular attention to the PPE use with particular emphasis to the Helmets.
Attached Safety Flash, Bulletin and PMS screen shots, for your easy ref.
Recommendation accepted.

7) The Company's preliminary report advised of:-"A work group has been assigned in
head office to review SMS/PMS procedures and identify areas of improvement.
Company to advise the findings of the work group that was set up, as per your
preliminary investigation report including any target dates that have been set.

Company Response: Following the performed review of our SMS/PMS, the
assigned workgroup has concluded that both the SMS and PMS procedures had
room for further improvement. The SMS procedure SWM-1 0, 'Working with lifting
appliances', was not directly connected to the "UK Merchant Shipping lifting and
lifting equipment regs 2006" and was not that clear as it could. While the
Company's PMS was not including the pad eyesllifting lugs/fixed structure items.
Now, as proven through the attached copies, have all been revised as required.
With regard to the target dates, it has to be highlighted that ALL revisions have
been already performed and circulated to the fleet with effective date February
2016.
Recommendation accepted.
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8) Company to advise who will to conduct the inspections detailed in your safety flash
004/2015 and exactly what tests will be carried out?
Your report states that the lug in question could not be inspected or any
deterioration observed due to paint covering the equipment - is this being
addressed fleet-wide?

Company response: We do believe that through the aforementioned responded
items, this query has been already clarified. However, for the sake of good order
and in order to avoid any misunderstanding we have to highlight that as
"competent person" within our SMS/PMS, has now been clearly defined to be the
Chief Engineer of each vessel and it is easily proven through the relevant
attachments. Regarding the "paint covering the equipment" comment of yours, we
would like to clarify that our comment" ... the welding of the lug in subject was
found to be of poor quality. Although signs of its welding condition should have
been available prior to the lugs detachment, it seems that no one paid the required
attention (probably due to the overlaid paint) ... " is basically connected to the"no
one paid the required attention" and not to the paint as such or to a possible
inability for inspection. As far as the "fleet wide addressing" is concerned, our
report has been circulated to the whole fleet with the Safety Bulletin 011/2015 and
will be also enriched with the present comments.
Recommendation accepted.

9) As per Gibraltar shipping Information notice 017 - all Gibraltar vessels are required
to maintain a "register of lifting appliances and loose gear.

Records of all thorough examinations and tests by a competent person should be
maintained in this register.

Company to advise if this is currently the case and if not please provide any copies
of company instructions to ensure that this will be implemented with immediate
effect across the fleet.
Company Response: we do confirm that this is the case. A cargo test certificate
of the cargo hose crane, that includes the 'part 1 thorough examination of lifting
appliances and loose gear" "B-Periodic re-testing and thorough examination" and
"C-Annual thorough examination" of same have been attached for your easy
reference. In addition, in the Company's PMS we have included all other lifting
appliances as per attached Fujian 1st series vessels=pdf document, and in the
Company's SMS there is a form (T-20 , also attached) that includes all other lifting
loose gear that is not listed in the above record, along with their associated tests
and inspections.
Recommendation accepted.

MAICO
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Alan Cubbin

August 2016


